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Abstract—At millimeter waves (MMW), the current state of re-
search in computational dosimetry is mainly relying on flat-surface
tissue-equivalent models to simplify the exposure assessment by
disregarding geometrical irregularities characteristic of conformal
surfaces on realistic models. However, this can lead to errors in
estimation of dosimetric quantities on non-planar body parts with
local curvature radii comparable to the wavelength of the incident
field. In this study, we address this problem by developing an
averaging technique for the assessment of the absorbed power
density (Sab) on the anatomically-accurate electromagnetic (EM)
model of the human ear. The dosimetric analysis is performed for
the plane-wave exposure at 26 and 60 GHz, and the accuracy of the
proposed method is verified by using two commercial EM software.
Furthermore, we compare the two definitions of Sab provided in
the international guidelines and standards for limiting exposure to
EM fields above 6 GHz. Results show marginal relative differences
between the obtained values from the two different definitions
(within about 6 %) in all considered scenarios. On the other hand,
in comparison to flat models, the spatial maximum Sab on the ear
is up to about 20 % larger regardless of definition. These findings
demonstrate a promising potential of the proposed method for the
assessment of Sab on surfaces of anatomical models at frequen-
cies upcoming for the 5th generation (5G) wireless networks and
beyond.

Index Terms—Absorbed power density (Sab), electromagnetic
(EM) dosimetry, millimeter waves (MMW), realistic ear model.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENT advances in wireless communication technolo-
gies gave rise to the 5th generation (5G) of wire-

less networks, whose active deployment began in 2019 [1].
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Performance improvements compared to preceding generations
are reflected through reduced latency and error rate, and in-
creased data transfer rate due to key features such as car-
rier aggregation, massive multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) technology and beamforming [2]. To increase channel
capacity when a large amount of data-intensive devices operate,
frequency spectrum has also been expanded towards millimeter
waves (MMW) frequency bands [3].

To fill the gaps of knowledge and to ensure safe use of emerg-
ing technologies at these frequencies, the International Commis-
sion on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) exposure
guidelines [4] and the IEEE C95.1 standard [5] have undergone
major revisions in 2020 and 2019, respectively. Above 6 GHz,
basic restrictions [4] (or dosimetric reference levels [5]) are set
in terms of the absorbed [4] (or epithelial [5]) power density
(Sab) which represents the power per unit area deposited over
irradiated surface of the tissue.

The penetration depth of electromagnetic (EM) energy de-
pends on the dispersive dielectric properties of the exposed
tissue [6]. With an increase in frequency, the penetration depth
decreases and, at MMW, about 90 % of the power transmitted
to the human body is dissipated in the uppermost layer of the
skin [7]. Analytical [8] and numerical [9], [10] studies suggest
that Sab is to be averaged over a square-shaped surface of 4 cm2

to correspond to the face of an averaging 10-g cube of tissue
(with mass density set to 1000 kg/m3), and thus account for
the consistency and continuity with volume-averaged metrics
used below 6 GHz. Additionally, between 30 and 300 GHz,
Sab should be averaged over 1 cm2 to account for narrow beam
patterns and its value should not exceed twice the value for the
4 cm2 averaging area [4], [5].

Thus far, most of dosimetry studies at MMW used planar
tissue-equivalent single- [11], [12], [13] or multi-layer [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19] models. One challenge of MMW
dosimetry is the assessment of Sab on non-planar body parts
with the curvature radius comparable to the wavelength of the
EM field absorbed in the tissue. This issue has been addressed
in sub-6 GHz range considering human hands [20] as well as in
the 6–60 GHz range for a realistic forearm model [21]. Effects
of body part curvatures with radii of the order of several mm
at MMW were investigated in [22], but due to the reduced
model dimensions, no spatial-averaging was considered. In [23]
it is shown that the spatial averaging of the incident power
density in 3.5–100 GHz range yields to up to 30 % greater values
compared to the state of the art (SotA) planar surface. In a recent
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Fig. 1. The model of the average middle-age adult ear.

study [24], Sab is assessed in high-resolution head models by
varying structural parameters (such as the skin thickness and
smoothness of the surface) at sub- and MMW. It is found that
Sab was below the threshold prescribed by exposure limits in
all cases except at 6 GHz where the dipole antenna was placed
at the separation distance of 45 mm from the pinna. Authors
hypothesized that this discrepancy occurs because of the power
absorption being concentrated around the pinna owing to its
complex morphology.

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of geometri-
cally complex surface morphology at 26 and 60 GHz. Given the
superficial interaction between MMW and the exposed tissue,
Sab is impacted by local geometrical features of the exposed
surface. Here, we use the adult human ear as the target model
for two reasons: i) the front (exposed) surface of the pinna
is composed of intricate convex and concave tissue structures
which make the computation of the spatially-averaged dosi-
metric values particularly challenging, and ii) it is often the
most exposed body part in the context of the practical exposure
scenario, e.g., during a phone call. However, neither ICNIRP
nor IEEE clarified a procedure to spatially average Sab on such
irregular, curved surfaces. To avoid oversimplification of the spa-
tial domain by any means, e.g., canonization of curved regions,
simplification of irregular morphological features, etc., and to
ensure the accurate assessment of Sab on the most irradiated
surface of the tissue, we propose a numerical technique adopted
from computer graphics and geometric processing research and
further adapted to the needs of the EM dosimetry.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Electromagnetic Exposure Simulations

We consider a realistic 3-D ear geometry, shown in Fig. 1.
Dimensions of the model have been chosen to match those of
an adult ear; length and width are respectively set to 54.97 and
35.41 mm [25]. The complex permittivity of the model is that
of human dry skin: 17.71 – j16.87 at 26 GHz and 7.98–j10.90
at 60 GHz [26]. The model is discretized by using a tetrahedral
mesh to avoid numerical errors due to stair-casing approxima-
tions of the non-planar geometrical features, e.g, curvature or
edges [27], with the maximal size of a mesh cell set to λ/8,

where λ is the wavelength of the EM wave inside the skin,
resulting in about 15 million mesh cells in total. Two plane-
wave polarizations have been considered in the EM analysis
(see Fig. 1). For both polarization modes, the plane-wave is
impinging the ear model with the wave vector oriented along
the reverse x-direction; in polarization 1, the magnetic vector
field (H) is oriented along the y-axis, while in polarization 2,
the electric vector field (E) is oriented along the reverse y-axis.
The EM field distribution is computed on the model by using the
finite element method (FEM). The perfectly matched layers are
imposed in all directions to emulate the free space condition.

B. Absorbed Power Density

The specific absorption rate (SAR) is defined as

SAR(x, y, z) =
σ(x, y, z)

2ρ(x, y, z)
|E(x, y, z)|2 (1)

where |E(x, y, z)| is the absolute peak value of the complex
phasor electric field at position (x, y, z), σ and ρ are the con-
ductivity and mass density of the tissue, respectively. These last
two quantities are considered to be constant. Two definitions of
Sab as presented in [4], [5] have been adopted for the analy-
sis. Both definitions stem from the Poynting theorem, i.e., the
conservation of energy law for EM fields, and are equivalent if
the surface surrounding a given volume of the tissue is closed,
provided there are no active sources in this volume of interest.
The first definition is given as the area-averaged transmitted
power density (TPD)

TPD(y, z) =

∫ x2

x1

ρ(x, y, z) SAR(x, y, z) dx (2)

on the control surface of area A

Sab, 1 =
1

A

∫∫
A

TPD(y, z) dA (3)

where the tissue surface is positioned at x1, and x2 should be
sufficiently larger than the EM penetration depth. The second,
more rigorous definition is the area-averaged power density flux
over the control surface

Sab, 2 =
1

2A

∫∫
A

� [E(y, z)×H∗(y, z)] n̂ dA (4)

where E and H are the peak values of the complex phasor
electric and magnetic field on the surface of the model, respec-
tively, � denotes the real part of the vector field, and ∗ is the
complex conjugate operator. Integral variable vector, denoted
by n̂ dA, has a direction normal to the integral area A, where n̂
corresponds to the unit vector field normal to the surface.

C. Conformal Averaging Area

The integral area element is defined as

dA = |n| dydz (5)

where |n| denotes the length of the normal vector. This value
is defined as the norm of the cross product between partial
derivatives of the exposed surface represented as the vector
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Fig. 2. Conformal surface and its corresponding 2-D parametric projection of
4 cm2 area: (a) 3-D view, (b) the plane-wave incidence point of view.

function, v(y, z), along the y- and z-axis as

|n| =
∥∥∥∥∥
∂v(y, z)

∂y
× ∂v(y, z)

∂z

∥∥∥∥∥ (6)

A common approach in computational dosimetry is to have
a surface reconstructed implicitly via cubical cells or structural
mesh composed of 2-D simplices [27]. The surface integral is
then approximated as the sum of contributions computed on
each element for which there is a large array of corresponding
efficient and accurate quadrature schemes, e.g., for disks [28],
triangles [29] and quadrilaterals [30]. We propose an efficient
method to approximate surface integrals directly across complex
surfaces. In cases where incident fields are either calculated ana-
lytically or computed by using mesh-free numerical methods in
selected points within 3-D space, it is impractical to reconstruct
a given conformal surface implicitly.

The method presented in this work does not require con-
structed positional connections between points in 3-D space
in which the EM field is assessed. Surface reconstruction is
performed functionally by enforcing 3-D radial basis function
interpolation with thin plate spline kernel [31]. At each point
on the averaging surface, n̂ is estimated by using the principal
component analysis (PCA)-based method (mathematical details
available in Appendix A).

Surface integrals of the scalar and vector field in (3) and (4),
respectively, are approximated by using the 2-D 11th degree
Gauss-Legendre quadrature [32] on parametric surfaces of either
4 cm2 square area at 26 GHz or both 4 and 1 cm2 square area at
60 GHz. A parametric surface, placed perpendicularly to the
direction of the plane-wave incidence, is the projection of a
conformal surface in 3-D space to 2-D space and it represents
the integration domain where Sab is computed [see Fig. 2(a) and
(b)]. It is important to note that the area of a conformal surface
is generally greater than the one defined by the same contour on
a planar surface and that the normalization in both (3) and (4) is
performed by setting A to the value of a conformal area.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the assessment of the spatial maximum absorbed power
density.

D. Maximum Averaged Absorbed Power Density

This subsection overviews the assessment of maximum Sab, 2

and corresponding Sab, 1 as shown in Fig. 3. The conformal
surface over which the averaging is performed is a portion of
the external surface of the ear defined in 3-D space (red region
in Fig. 2) and delimited in the z- and y-direction by the square
contour of a planar parametric surface parallel to the zy plane
with an extension of 4 or 1 cm2 (in black in Fig. 2). Furthermore,
n̂ is estimated and the EM power flow distribution is computed
within the boundaries of the current conformal surface. This
distribution is mapped onto the parametric surface to perform
2-D quadrature. Sab, 2 is then computed by using the area of
the conformal surface. The procedure is carried out iteratively
moving the central point of the parametric surface to its first
neighboring point in the y- and z-direction, respectively, until
the front surface is completely analyzed. Finally, the maximal
value of Sab, 2 is reported as the worst-case along with asso-
ciated position of the parametric surface over which Sab, 1 is
subsequently computed. If a conformal area is reduced post hoc
to match exactly 4 or 1 cm2, Sab, 1 and Sab, 2 both remain within
0.5 % of relative difference from original values. This reduction
is carried out equally along the y- and z-axis to maintain the
largest possible Sab, 2.

III. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The EM field distribution is computed at 26 and 60 GHz.
From E and H , the real part of the Poynting vector and TPD
are assessed in all points on the surface of the model. To
consider the worst case scenario, only the spatial maximum
values are reported with corresponding conformal averaging
areas in Table I. At 26 GHz, the parametric surface area is fixed
at 4 cm2 resulting in the conformal surface area of 4.83 and
5.85 cm2 for polarization 1 and 2, respectively. At 60 GHz, the
parametric surface area is additionally set to 1 cm2. Conformal
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TABLE I
COMPUTED AND SIMULATED ABSORBED POWER DENSITY

Fig. 4. Parametric surfaces for the assessment of Sab. The top and bottom
row correspond to polarization 1 and 2, respectively. In (a) and (c), the square
averaging area of 4 cm2 resulting in the maximal Sab, 2 at 26 GHz is shown,
while (b) and (d) depict the square averaging area of 4 and 1 cm2 resulting in
two distinct maximal Sab, 2 at 60 GHz.

surface areas are 4.80 and 1.13 cm2 for polarization 1 and
4.96 and 1.14 cm2 for polarization 2, corresponding to 4 and
1 cm2 parametric surface areas, respectively. Conformal surface
areas are slightly larger for all considered cases compared to
parametric surface areas over which the integration is performed.
This is due to the inherent non-planar geometrical features of
the pinna, characterized by the intricate positional relationship
of concave and convex tissue structures, see Fig. 2.

Power density distributions on the front surface of the model
are shown in Fig. 4, where white squares depict contours of
parametric areas resulting in the maximal Sab, 2. Computed Sab

values are inter-compared by means of the relative percentage
difference (RPD)

RPD =
Sab, 1 − Sab, 2

Sab, planar
· 100% (7)

where Sab, planar is the reference value computed on a planar
homogeneous model considering normal plane-wave incidence.
The most notable RPD of 6.03 % is captured for polarization
1 at 26 GHz. However, it is worth noting that Sab, 1 is 11.89 %
larger than Sab, planar for the case of polarization 1 at 26 GHz.

Fig. 5. Relative differences between the two definitions of Sab computed on
the ear and planar homogeneous skin model.

This difference is even larger at 60 GHz on 1 cm2 control surface
area where Sab, 1 and Sab, 2 are respectively 20.26 % and 18.81 %
greater than Sab, planar for polarization 2. A complete overview
of the RPD between Sab, 1 and Sab, 2 with Sab, planar is available
in Fig. 5. Even though the RPD between Sab, 1 and Sab, 2 is
marginal, it is important to note that in all considered scenarios
Sab, 1 is greater than Sab, 2. This difference most likely stems
from the disagreement between Sab definitions — to account for
the power deposited within the volume of interest, Sab, 2 should
be integrated on all surfaces surrounding this volume and not
only on the directly exposed, front surface.

To validate this approach, we compare Sab results with the
results obtained from FEM solver within CST Studio Suite.
The relative error is computed in a similar fashion as in (7)
where, as the reference, the corresponding value of our method
is considered. The difference between both Sab definitions is
marginal (within 2.5 %) and is reported in the last two columns
in Table I. Similar results are obtained solving the EM problem
in COMSOL Multiphysics at 26 GHz (data is not shown for
the sake of brevity). Relative errors with respect to our method
for polarization 1 are −0.24 % and −0.41 % for Sab, 1 and Sab, 2,
respectively. Slightly higher errors of −0.78 % for Sab, 1 and
0.52 % for Sab, 2 are captured for polarization 2.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented a novel technique for approximat-
ing the surface integral of the vector and scalar field on arbitrary
surfaces. The efficiency of the method is demonstrated through
an example of computation of Sab considering two different
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definitions: i) the area-averaged TPD, Sab, 1, and ii) the EM
power flux per unit area, Sab, 2, over the control surface defined
as the most irradiated region on the adult ear model to quantify
the superficial local exposure to plane-wave (polarization 1 and
2) at 26 and 60 GHz. This process consists of: i) extraction of
the EM field distribution on and inside the model, ii) estimation
of n̂, and the assessment of the TPD and the real part of the
time-averaged Poynting vector at the surface of the model, and
iii) approximation of the surface integral of the scalar and vector
field for Sab, 1 and Sab, 2, respectively.

The first step in this study is performed by FEM where
EM fields are computed over a tetrahedral mesh. It is impor-
tant to note that proposed averaging technique is numerical
method-agnostic as it relies solely on values computed in an
unorganized set of sampling points across the exposed con-
formal surface. This main benefit is due to the surface being
functionally reconstructed by using the efficient multivariate
interpolation. As such, the dependence on the positional connec-
tions between points in which the integrand is defined is elimi-
nated.

In the second step, the TPD is computed by approximating
the line integral of SAR depth-wise into the tissue to obtain the
TPD distribution over a conformal surface. After n̂ is estimated
by using a PCA regression-based method, the EM power flow
distribution on a conformal surface is computed as the real part
of the time-averaged Poynting vector.

The third step is transformation of the spatial power density
distribution – from a conformal onto the parametric surface – and
performing 2-D quadrature. As the size of the parametric surface,
whose contours are depicted as white squares in Fig. 4, is fixed
at 4 or 1 cm2 depending on the frequency, the corresponding
conformal surface is larger because of the non-planar geometry
of the ear. Area discrepancies reach up to 1.85 cm2 (45.25 %)
and 0.14 cm2 (14.00 %). A is chosen to correspond to the actual
area of a conformal rather than parametric surface to avoid
potential overestimation contrary to the approach in [24]. To
confirm the validity of this approach, in the post-processing, the
conformal area is reduced to match exactly 4 or 1 cm2, and it
is found that the overall Sab remains within 0.5 % of relative
difference for all studied cases owing to disregarding the points
outside the intersection of the original and reduced conformal
surfaces.

The analysis demonstrates that in all considered scenarios
Sab, 1 is marginally greater than Sab, 2 with the RPD up to
about 6 % for polarization 1 at 26 GHz. Discrepancies between
values from the two definitions are potentially due to the non-
equivalence of definitions themselves — in order for Sab, 2 to be
equivalent to Sab, 1, it must be integrated over an entire closed
surface around the volume of interest and not be limited to the
directly exposed surface. Substantial RPD is captured between
Sab on the ear model and the planar model. For polarization 2
at 60 GHz, Sab, 1 is more than 20 % greater than Sab, planar, while
Sab, 2 is about 19 % larger thanSab, planar. Furthermore, the results
indicate that the variation of Sab as a function of polarization
is present due to the spatial distribution differences in power
density on the exposed surface. Larger variations are present for
Sab, 1 where polarization 1 leads to 22.26 % and 4.50 % greater

values at 26 GHz and 60 GHz (A = 4 cm2), respectively, while
13.50 % lower values at 60 GHz (A = 1 cm2).

Finally, there are three main limiting factors of the proposed
method: i) multivariate interpolation of the surface leads to com-
putational complexity ofO(N3) time andO(N2) space [33] (we
bypass this issue for a large number of points, N , by observing
k-nearest neighboring points to each interpolation point at a
time), ii) the current implementation is not able to consider the
uncertainty of the input EM data, and iii) the current imple-
mentation can handle only continuous, differentiable (smooth)
surfaces.

V. CONCLUSION

This study compares two definitions of Sab as a metric for
local exposure at 26 and 60 GHz as recommended in IEEE
C95.1-2019 standard and ICNIRP guidelines. The EM dosime-
try analysis is performed for the exposure of the anatomically-
accurate adult ear model by a plane-wave. Sab is computed
over conformal surfaces by using a novel averaging technique.
Albeit the use of the plane-wave can lead to underestimation
of dosimetric quantities, e.g., in the radiative near-field [13],
[34], its use is justified in most exposure scenarios [35]. The
evaluation of Sab under near-field exposure conditions is out
of the scope of this paper and represents one of its perspectives.
The findings indicate thatSab, 1 provides higher values thanSab, 2

in all scenarios regardless of frequency and polarization of the
incident field. As the planar evaluation models could result in
underestimated Sab, it is of utmost importance to account for
the complexity of conformal anatomical models. The proposed
approach demonstrates a promising potential for the retrieval of
dosimetric quantities on such models and is validated by using
commercial software.

APPENDIX A
NORMAL ESTIMATION ON AVERAGING SURFACE

As the proposed averaging method does not require posi-
tional connections, the vertices of surface mesh elements are
extracted by transforming the model into an unorganized 3-D
point cloud,X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} ⊂ R3. Additionally, for the
sake of computational efficacy, n̂ is estimated only at selected
points on the conformal surface for averaging. These points are
extracted by using the “hidden” point removal operator [36]
which determines the visible points in a point cloud from a
desired viewpoint – in general case, the plane-wave incidence
point of view. To avoid a potential oversight of the points in
the frontal section located behind extremely emphasized tissue
folds, the point of view that determines the “hidden” point
removal operator’s domain is further adjusted along the y- and
z-axis. In this way, the domain of the operator is expanded by
superimposing multiple points of view.

At each point, xi ∈ X , an oriented tangent plane, tp(xi),
associated with xi and represented with its central point oi and
a unit normal vector, n̂i, is computed so that it minimizes the sum
of square distances from oi to local point cloud neighborhood of
xi, nbhd(xi), determined by the k-nearest neighbors algorithm.
By using the PCA, an orthogonal basis is derived [37], and
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the symmetric 3× 3 positive semi-definite covariance matrix
of nbhd(xi) is computed. As the eigenvector with the small-
est associated eigenvalue is perpendicular to tp(xi), it is thus
declared as the unit normal vector at xi.

This approach in the normal estimation is chosen based on
its superior performance in quality and speed compared to other
available optimization-based methods [38]. The emergence of
deep learning has led to the frequent use of either vanilla convo-
lutional [39] or structurally more advanced neural networks [40],
[41], [42] tailored specifically to estimate surface normals during
classification and segmentation on sets of points. Such methods,
although more accurate and robust to noise, require additional
computational efforts and often esoteric implementation; thus,
have not been considered.

Next step is to consistently orient the tangent planes as the
PCA returns arbitrarily oriented eigenvectors. This is treated
as graph optimization problem where the graph is connecting
neighboring points which should have nearly parallel tangent
planes, that is, for two neighboring points, xi and xj , the planes
are consistently oriented if n̂i · n̂j ≈ 1. If n̂i · n̂j < 0, either
n̂i or n̂j should be flipped. Details are available in [37].
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